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TH E PA PER BOY

My route lassos the outskirts,
the reclusive, the elderly, the rural—
the poor who clan in their tarpaper
islands, the old ginseng hunter

Albert Harm, who strings the “crow’s 
foot” to dry over his wood stove. 
Shy eyes of fenced-in horses 
follow me down the rutted dirt road.

At dusk, I pedal past white birches,
breathe the smoke of spring chimneys, 
my heart working uphill toward someone
hungry for word from the world.

I am Mercury, bearing news, my wings
a single-speed maroon Schwinn bike.
I sear my bright path through twilight
to the sick, the housebound, the lonely.

Messages delivered, wire basket empty, 
I part the blue darkness toward supper,
confident I’ve earned this day’s appetite,
stronger knowing I’ll be needed tomorrow.
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SEV EN MOR N ING GLOR IES

A bumblebee so fat he is a ball
 of gold and black velvet makes
  the rounds of seven blue morning glories
on a crisp late August morning.
 He must shoulder the white
  stamens aside like a beaded curtain
to squeeze into each throaty chamber,
 where only his blunt, vibrating behind
  can be seen, he fits so perfectly
that honeyed interior space which holds
 him as he throbs in its moist sheath.
  Each time he extracts himself,
dribbling lemony pollen on her blue
 silk skirt, he stumbles a little
  before rising drunkenly on the cool breeze.
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TR A NSIT OF BR A DBURY, J U N E 5, 2012

In late afternoon, I took out binoculars and a sheet of paper.
Keeping one barrel capped, I held the binocs high
to focus the sun’s rays through the wider lens, 
projecting a jumpy white image on the sheet.
Because the dime-sized sun on paper blazed so intensely 
it left an after-circle as though I’d stared into actual sun,
I felt satisfied, even elated at having seen in the pinprick
on its lower arc a true image of Venus in transit, 
a sight not to be repeated for anyone now living.

Ray Bradbury, that same evening your starship flew.
As tiny Venus pressed on, black spot on the molten sun-apple,
your life’s planet made its final trek into the wilderness of light.
Were you conscious of that rarest of spectacles for sky-watchers? 
Was your wonder still alive to that rendezvous? 
The bonds of gravity loosened, you crossed to the Forever
you dreamt of in your stories, each a prayer for life, more life! 
Fitting that you should leave on that day of great passage, 
another whose likes we’ll not see again on this earth.
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DR EA M U N ION

For Woody Guthrie, born July 14, 1912

Woodrow Wilson Guthrie, you not only 
faced the headlines but made music of them.
And perhaps that too was “the biggest
thing that man has ever done.”

Fatalities of fire, poverty, disease—
somehow you accepted, incorporated
them in your voice’s matter-of-factness, 
resolved to engage the world with hope.

Your songs of brotherhood, fairness,
equality still spread their fire from
tongue to tongue, a chain of flame no
fascist retardant can extinguish.

James Wright wrote of his old scout-
master in Martins Ferry, Ohio,
“When I think of Ralph Neal, I feel
some kind of ice in me breaking open.”

Thinking of you, I hear the true heart-
beat of America and wake again
to this day’s news in search of a way back
to the unfinished dream of our union.
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FORGOTTEN LIBR A RY

Alone in the midnight city.
Wind swirls paper and grit at my feet.
I enter the unmarked storefront, its door
blank, windows sightless with dust.

Closing the latch behind me, I feel the inner
dark press in, though only for a moment—
a light grows gradual as moonrise
to reveal shadowed rows of bookshelves.

Here surrounded by these waste streets,
in a room plain and raw as a corncrib,
disdained by thieves, glows the harvest
yield of human thought and feeling . . .

Thus I find myself returned to a place 
of sought-for abundance glimpsed long
ago, as now, in dreams . . . which, once
some magic bookseller’s shop, has become

a secret library. Though unknown to
the world and forgotten sometimes even 
by myself, it has remained here for me,
standing through the years unlocked and safe.


